Stamped Designs Hummingbird Hello Class

Hello Friend Card
Copic Pens Used: Hummer – YG11/13/17, R11/13 Flower – Y11/13/17, YG03/05
1. Color the hummingbird image with the Copic pens shown above or with the coloring
medium of your choice. Cut out the bird with scissors. Color the flower and leaves on
the piece of white cardstock. Layer to the piece of black card stock.
2. Layer the yellow embossed piece to the black card stock. Position the flower piece onto
this as shown and attach. Apply adhesive to the back the piece and wrap the green
ribbon bow around the piece as shown, attaching in the back. Layer to green card.
3. Attach the hummingbird and word piece to the card with foam dots.
Small Things Card
Karin Brushmarkers Used: 051 Orange Red, 281 Olive Green, 071 Lime Green, 264 Arctic Blue,
197 Plum, Neon Violet Blue, 282 Copper Brown
1. Color the hummingbird and flowers with the Karin Brishmarkers listed or the coloring
medium of your choice.
2. Layer the purple piece to the black. Position the colored piece as shown and adhere.
Apply adhesive to the back of the piece and wrap the turquoise ribbon bow around the
piece as shown, attaching in the back. Layer to the card.
3. Attach the words piece to the front of the card with a foam dot cut in half into 2 pieces.
Enjoy Every Moment Card
Copic Markers Used: Hummingbird – YG03/05/67, R02/05, BG90, Flower – R81/83/85,
G20/21/24
1. Color the flower and hummingbird with the markers listed or the coloring medium of
your choice. Cut out the hummingbird with scissors. Layer the flower piece to the
matching piece of black cardstock.
2. Layer the pink piece to the black and attach to the front of the card. Position the flower
piece as shown.
3. Layer the green piece with the words to the small black piece and attach with a foam
dot cut in half. Layer the hummingbird as shown with foam dots.

